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Question

l How did the inhabitants organize themselves
and participate prior to the move?

How did they participate to belong to
the city? Right to the city



Objective

To describe and analyze the different
modes of organization perceived as
‘inhabiting and symbolizing a territory’,
which arose during the relocation process
prior to the move

‘Hidden City’
‘1st to 3rd Street’



Plan

l 1. Concepts
l 2. Methodology
l 3. Relocation process
l 4. Modes of organization: ‘Hidden City’ & ‘1st

to 3rd Street’.
l 5. Conclusions



Concepts

l Communication: social production of
meanings

Communis: communion, share,
dialogue, participation

Authors
Martín-Barbero; Gumucio Dagron; Pasqualli, etc



Concepts

l Participation:
Implies taking decisions
Allows social transformations
Needs organization
Produces meanings linked to inhabiting a
territory

Authors
Clemente; Gómez de Souza y Ribeiro; etc



Concepts

l Inhabiting a territory:
Process of meaning production, use and
apropriation of the space Never ends
Implies a relationship of a subject with the
space

Authors:
Lefebvre; Duhau y Giglia; Valdés



Methodology

Ethnography

In-depth interviews
Participant observations

(2014-2017)



Celebration of the Marriage of
Heart and Mind – Eduardo Galeano

Why does one write, if not
to put one’s pieces together?
As soon as we enter school or church,
education chops us into pieces,
making us divorce soul from body
and mind from heart.



Celebration of the Marriage of
Heart and Mind – Eduardo Galeano

Learned masters of Ethics and Moral
must be those who’ve coined the word
‘sentipensante’, feeling-thinking,
to define the language that tells the truth.
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Ways of Inhabiting and
Symbolizing a Territory

We - They



Relocation Causes

l Floods of April 2nd, 2013.
l Implementation of hydraulic works
l Electrification of rail system



Relocation Participation

Prior to the move, modes of organization
fostered networks through:

l strengthening of previous practices of
organization; and

l emergence of active participation



Relocation Assemblies

l Held from 2014 to 2016
l Actors:

Neighbors Social organizations
Goverment
officials



Relocation Process

l First, to temporary houses
l Then, to definite ones



Relocation Assemblies

l Met at a club on a regular basis

l Ceased to gather jointly upon official decision

l Organized into two smaller assemblies:
-‘Hidden City’
-‘1st to 3rd Street’
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The Experience of ‘Hidden City’

Relatives
Presence of a leader
Behind the rails
Already organized – endogenous
participatory process
Moved in March, 2015

Who?

How?

Where?

When?



-Implied abandoning
inhabited space, links
and known ways of
inhabiting a territory
-Implied going to an
unknown territory

Yet, ‘Hidden City’ was the
first to take the risk

Why did the move become a risk?





Relocation Conditions Claimed by
‘Hidden City’

l Ten families moving in together to feel safe
and secure

l Houses with essential services
l Neighborhood layout
l Legal document granting possesion of the

temporary houses



Modes of Organization of ‘Hidden City’

lWhy did they refuse to
participate in assemblies?

There were others alien to the slum

They felt discriminated against



Modes of Organization of ‘Hidden City’

l Disputes with people alien to the slum:

‘We went only once because they interfered
in our affairs’ - Antonia.

‘I don’t like assemblies much. If you don’t live
in the neighborhood, you can’t speak for
others’- Ramiro.



Modes of Organization of ‘Hidden City’

We - They



Modes of Organization of ‘Hidden City’

l Discrimination
Why?

This slum area was
‘a red hazard zone’



Modes of Organization of ‘Hidden City’

l This slum area was ‘a red hazard zone’:
‘We were all discriminated against as if we were bad
people. Why?
Because all the cartoneros lived on that area’ -
Antonia
‘We’ve never stolen anything, we’ve never killed
anyone. The police set it as a red zone, just because
we didn’t let them in’ – Ramiro

Stigma and construction of cartographies of fear



Relationship
Government - ‘Hidden City’

l Assemblies of people behind the rails

l Presence of a leader

l Dialogue & negotiation with the Government

Lack of conflict



The Experience of Inhabitants from
‘1st to 3rd Street’

Neighbors
Many of them came from Paraguay
In front of the rails
Loosely organized - only with friends
and relatives
No participation in collective experiences
Moved in December, 2015.

Who?

How?

When?

Where?





Relocation of Inhabitants from
‘1st to 3rd Street’

l The very idea of leaving their homes created
fear and distress

Refused to move to temporary houses:
‘At first they offered us very precarious houses or
containers’ – Ana
‘Moving to a precarious house scared us off. We
wanted to relocate, but to a definite one’ - Alicia



-Menace of an eviction
-Threatening of familiar space
known, i.e. ‘the house in the slum’’

Move refusal created deep distress.
Why?



Modes of Organization of
‘1st to 3rd Street’

l Assemblies Appraisal:

‘It’s fine. We sometimes don’t know what to do. If
someone may guide us...’- Blanca.
‘It’s nice to participate. You meet a lot of people
and make friends’ - Ana.
‘The Government opened up a space for
dialogue with neighbors’– Leticia (TECHO
volunteer)
‘I’d never imagined I was going to be where
Congress Members gather’ - Alicia



Modes of Organization of
‘1st to 3rd Street’

Emergent Organization

At a slum corner Not enough
participation experience
but relocation
forced them
to come together

Where? Why?





Relationship
Government -‘1st to 3rd Street’

l Bitter conflicts with the Government
l Different naming temporary houses:

‘Temporary dwellings’ by officials
‘The precarious’ by neighbors

l Whether houses be conceived as ‘temporary’
or ‘precarious’ was essential to participate in
the relocation process



Relationship
Government -‘1st to 3rd Street’

l Dominance is partly cemented on the ability
to name

l Naming is a form of dominance – though not
in a deterministic perspective

l Naming allows subjects to appropriate a
process while expressing its significance



Relationship
Government -‘1st to 3rd Street’

l Collective resistance was exerted

Neighbors changed the situation raised
by goverment officials

‘Those who resist like us will move to their
definite houses’ - Neighbor at assembly



Relationship
Government -‘1st to 3rd Street’

l Verbalizing resistance is not equivalent to
practicing it

As of September 2014, they exerted collective
resistance
In December 2015, they decided to move

A tactic to access to their definite houses
From fear to risk
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Conclusions

Different organization and participation modes
in the relocation process

Different ways of inhabiting a territory
Different ways of demanding to the Goverment

and different opportunities to express their
right to the city



‘Hidden City’ ‘1st to 3rd Street’
Relatives Neighbors that were

inmigrants
Moved quicky Moved over a year after the

oficial decision

Presence of a leader.
Disputes with those
alien to the slum

No leader.
Appreciation of social
organizations

Participated in
previous practices of
organization

Did not participate in
previous collective
experiences

Lack of conflicts with
the Government

Bitter conflicts with the
Government

Access to the definite
houses:
December, 2015

Access to the definite
houses:
July, 2017



Conclusions

l Once moved, assemblies ceased.
Why?

Uneven prior participation experiences
Distrust towards politics and organizations
Prevailing weariness
Disputes & prejudices



Conclusions

l Both groups claimed respect for
neighborhood layout:

Living next to
a neighbor, relative or acquaintance
gave sense of security & protection
in an unknown territory
that had to be filled with meanings



How Shall I Continue?

l Analyzing the move to definite houses and
modes of inhabiting

l Addressing the question if the move grants
right to the city







Néstor Kirchner Stated:

‘We should rise to the occasion,
going from commitment to

committed action’.


